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Who we are and what we do 

The European Network on Debt and Development (Eurodad) continues to play a 
vital role in European and global civil society initiatives on tax justice, effective 
aid, ending debt crises and publicly-backed private finance, as well as related 
economic and financial policy issues relating to the Global South and North. 

In 2016, the network consisted of 48 non-governmental organisations (NGOs) 
in 20 European countries. This includes all the main European NGOs involved 
in development finance, and comprises large and small groups, as well as 
religious and other specialist networks and platforms. Member organisations are 
supported by the Eurodad secretariat, which is located in Brussels. Eurodad is 
also in continuous dialogue about policy developments and priorities with partner 
networks from the Global South.
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Austria
• Koo

Belgium
• CNCD-11.11.11
• 11.11.11

Bulgaria
• Development Research 

Center

Czech Republic
• Ekumenicka akademie Praha
• Glopolis

Denmark
• Oxfam Ibis

Europe
• ActionAid International
• ONE Campaign

Finland
• KEPA

France
• CCFD
• Oxfam France

Germany
• Erlassjahr
• Kindernothilfe
• WEED

Hungary
• DemNet

Ireland
• Debt and Development 

Coalition Ireland
• Trócaire

Italy
• Re:Common

Luxembourg
• Cercle de Coopération des 

ONG de développement

The Netherlands
• Bank Information Center 

(from June)
• Both ENDS
• Cordaid (until June)
• Oikos
• SOMO – Centre for 

Research on Multinational 
Corporations

• Oxfam Novib

Norway
• Norwegian Church Aid
• Norwegian Forum 

for Development and 
Environment

• Save the Children Norway
• SLUG

Poland
• Institute of Global 

Responsibility

Slovenia
• Ekvilib Institute

Spain
• Intermon – Oxfam
• InspirAction
• ODG – Observatori del Deute 

en la Globalitzacó

Sweden
• Church of Sweden Aid
• Diakonia
• Forum Syd

Switzerland
• Alliance Sud
• Berne Declaration

United Kingdom
• Bretton Woods Project 

(from June)
• Christian Aid
• Global Justice Now
• Jubilee Debt Campaign
• Jubilee Scotland
• Oxfam GB
• Save the Children UK
• WaterAid

Eurodad member organisations
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We want to see a world with: 

• Economic justice for all – an 
end to relative poverty and to 
the concentration of wealth and 
power in the hands of a few.

• Fair, democratic, accountable 
and transparent governance – at 
local, national, regional and global 
levels where all countries have a 
say, and all people can exercise 
their right to participate. 

• Finance that serves the people – 
and helps ensure human rights 
for all, and an environmentally 
sustainable planet. This means 
finance that is publicly regulated to 
meet social ends and to recognise 
environmental limits, as well as 
enhancing systems of redistribution 
to ensure economic justice. 

Our purpose and focus 

• Eurodad works for transformative 
yet specific changes to global and 
European policies, institutions, 
rules and structures to ensure 
a democratically controlled, 
environmentally sustainable 
financial and economic system that 
works to eradicate poverty and to 
ensure human rights for all; 

• Our focus is on strengthening the 
power of a network of European 
civil society organisations (CSOs), 
working as part of a global 
movement, to push governments 
and powerful institutions to adopt 
transformative changes to the global 
economic and financial system.

Eurodad’s role in creating change 

We help bridge long-term structural 
change with shorter-term 
transformative policy change ‘wins’ by: 

• Getting the policy change 
demands right – ensuring that 
they are transformative yet 
detailed and specific. 

• Building and supporting powerful 
coalitions for change. 

• Having results-focussed 
strategies to deliver specific, 
transformative policy changes. 

Eurodad’s key strengths

• Our deep and detailed 
understanding of the issues we 
work on. 

• Our respected position with other 
allies and civil society networks, 
and our work with global and 
regional coalitions – in particular, 
our ability to develop joint 
strategies within our membership 
network, and our strong 
cooperation with allies from the 
Global South. 

• Our good connections to policy- 
makers and other influencers. 

• Our ability to develop results- 
focussed strategies and track 
progress to our goals. 

Our long term vision
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Our tax justice campaign for public registers of 
beneficial owners saw an important breakthrough 
during 2016 when the European Commission came 
out in favour of public registers and presented a 
proposal for legislation. Support from member 
states for the legislation - which would put an end 
to secret shell companies and anonymous trusts - 
has significantly shifted in our favour.

In our role coordinating Tax Justice Europe, 
Eurodad organised a series of joint campaign 
initiatives, including a demonstration outside the 
court in Luxembourg on the first day of the retrial 
of the LuxLeaks whistleblowers. Campaigners 
from 20 different countries called for the 
protection of whistleblowers and public access 
to information about how much multinational 
corporations pay in tax, and where they pay it.

Eurodad’s expertise and success as a coordinator 
and convenor was highlighted with our campaign 
around the UNCTAD XIV conference in Nairobi, 
where members and partners helped safeguard 
the UN’s strong mandate to work on debt, and 
specifically on debt workout mechanisms and 
responsible finance. We also ensured that debt 
justice messages from civil society organisations 
were heard at the UN Financing for Development 
Forum at UN headquarters in New York. In 
addition, we convened civil society consultations 
with the European IMF Executive Directors and 
with IMF staff to ensure that our position on debt 
sustainability were heard and understood by those 
responsible for revising the IMF Debt Sustainability 
Framework for Low Income Countries.

2016 saw a significant breakthrough when 
Eurodad became the first civil society group in 
60 years to be invited to address the High Level 
Meeting of the OECD Development Assistance 
Committee, due mainly to our achievements 
in previous years relating to the reporting of 
sovereign loans and in donor refugee costs. 
In addition, our advocacy work on tied aid - 
together with members and partners - paid 
dividends when the issue became central to the 
discussion on Private Sector Instruments (PSI). 
Eurodads’ effectiveness can be witnessed in 
public documents which show how the issue went 
from barely a mention to being a central point of 
contention. The process now being developed is a 
direct result of dialogue between Eurodad and the 
current and former DAC chairs.

Our reputation for authoritative, credible analysis 
continues to build and result in increased 
influence. For example, our key messages and 
concerns about Public-Private Partnerships 
(PPPs) were quoted in several 2016 reports by 
international agencies and think tanks such 
as the OECD, UNCTAD, the United Nations 
Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) and 
the European Centre for Development Policy 
Management (ECDPM). This public endorsement 
of Eurodad’s position strengthens our demands 
for international guidelines on the fiscal risks 
associated with PPPs.

Our 2016 policy 
highlights
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While most developing countries weathered 
the global economic uncertainty that continues 
to dominate the post-crisis era, risks of future 
crises continued to grow in 2016. Debt levels for 
developing countries continued to break records, 
driven by increasing private sector debt, raising 
a major warning flag. UN research confirmed 
that, in net terms, (finance inflows minus finance 
outflows), developing countries as a whole have 
been exporting money to the developed world 
at least since 2004. These outflows are driven 
by enormous amounts of money that developing 
countries have been lending to rich countries 
for many years through building their reserves, 
to protect themselves against crises. Volatile 
flows of private finance have also contributed 
significantly. These figures do not include the 
continued loss of substantial resources through 
tax dodging by multinationals and rich individuals, 
which continues to hobble developing countries 
efforts to raise domestic revenues. developing 
countries’ efforts to raise domestic revenues. 
Meanwhile, research by Eurodad and Oxfam 
highlighted the horrifying extent of global 
inequality, with 8 men owning as much wealth as 
half the world’s population. 

All of these inter-related problems make 
Eurodad’s work to build powerful  coalitions 
to change international economic rules and 
institutions all the more important. In Europe 
and elsewhere, 2016 was also the year when 
public discontent with traditional political parties 
and elites exploded, underlining the importance 
of the work of Eurodad, our members and allies 
in channeling this public demand for change 
towards progressive solutions. 

Eurodad’s objectives for 2017 include:

• Tackling the problem of secret company 
ownership that facilitates tax dodging through 
the establishment of public registers of the 
real owners of companies, trusts and similar 
legal structures throughout the EU.

• Ensuring the OECD’s new rules on aid and the 
private sector prohibit using aid to subsidise 
the donor’s own firms, by ruling out aid tying, 
both in policy and in practice. 

• Forcing the World Bank and other powerful 
promoters of public private partnerships 
(PPPs) to accept that a major rethink is needed 
to stop these mechanisms racking up hidden 
debts for developing countries. 

• Re-energising the campaign for a permanent 
solution to sovereign debt crises through a 
fair and transparent debt workout mechanism 
at the UN.

Our objectives 
for 2017
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A note from 
our chair

2016 was unusual, and may one day be seen 
as a turning point. The results of elections 
and referendums around the developed world 
demonstrated levels of anger among the public 
which have taken many by surprise – and which 
were generated in large part by rising inequality 
and the longstanding failures of economic policy-
making across the rich world. The underlying 
injustices fuel and reinforce poverty at all levels 
of society. No wonder people are angry!

That’s why Eurodad continues to be so important. 
Our ambitions are big, and necessarily so. 
Transforming global and European policies, 
institutions, rules and structures was never going 
to be easy, but we have a superb and talented 
team in Brussels, all of them passionate about 
transformation and justice, and expert in their 
respective fields. And they get results!

One of the things that has always impressed me 
about Eurodad is its ability to combine rigorous 
policy thinking with a real understanding of how 
to achieve change. Among other breakthroughs 
in 2016, legislation to end secret shell companies 
and anonymous trusts was put before the 
European Parliament. We presented our case for 
ODA reform to the OECD Development Assistance 
Committee and pushed the issue of Private Sector 
Instruments (PSI) to the fore. And we held face-
to-face discussions with senior IMF executives 
to ensure our position on debt sustainability was 
heard and understood. All of these initiatives, and 
as you will see in this report many more, make 
change unstoppable.

This is my last letter as Chair of Eurodad, after 
three years in the role and six years on the 
board. I pass on the baton with regret, but also 
with absolute confidence that Eurodad will 
continue to be the credible, vibrant and effective 
organization of which I’m proud to have been 
part. The staff are supported and energized by 
an active and diverse membership, working in 
solidarity with colleagues from the global south 
to build powerful global coalitions for change. 
The board is a group of wonderfully gifted and 
committed individuals whom it’s been a joy to 
serve. Together these elements make Eurodad 
both unbeatable and inspirational. I will miss 
being part of it, but know that I’m leaving it 
in great shape, with a great future. I wish the 
staff, members, partners and board members 
the very best as they continue to work for 
transformation and justice.

Jenny Brown 
Chair, Eurodad
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In detail: Eurodad’s work in 2016
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Tax justice

• Significant progress on EU legislation 
to curb money laundering, tax evasion 
and secrecy

• Eurodad coordinates strong support 
for the LuxLeaks whistleblowers

• Citizens’ campaign to demand country 
by country reporting
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Our campaign for public registers of beneficial 
owners saw an important breakthrough during 
2016 when the European Commission came 
out in favour of public registers and presented 
a proposal for EU legislation. The proposed 
legislation, which has also gained repeated 
support from the European Parliament, would put 
an end to secret shell companies and anonymous 
trusts such as those exposed in the Panama 
Papers. These vehicles are commonly used by 
tax evaders, money launderers, corrupt officials 
and other criminals who wish to conceal the 
origins of their ill-gotten wealth. Unfortunately 
some member states still resist the proposed 
legislation, but there was a significant increase 
in the number supportive member states during 
2016, and Eurodad, along with other campaigning 
civil society organisations, aims to overcome the 
last obstacles in 2017.

Eurodad continues to play a leading role in the 
coordination and consolidation of Tax Justice 
Europe, with 67 organisations and trade unions 
now signed up as formal members of the network. 
Tax Justice Europe also undertook a series of joint 
campaign initiatives, including a demonstration 
outside the court in Luxembourg on the first day 
of the retrial of the LuxLeaks whistleblowers. 
More than a hundred campaigners from 20 
different countries called for the protection of 
whistleblowers and public access to information 
about how much multinational corporations pay in 
tax, and where they pay it. 

Through the Global Alliance for Tax Justice, 
Eurodad also helped establish a series of global 
working groups on key policy and campaign 
issues. These working groups have strengthened 
the direct involvement of national and regional 
organisations in the work of the global alliance, 
as well as enabling direct dialogue between civil 
society organisations and trade unions in both 
developed and developing countries.

Eurodad continued to coordinate the global 
campaign for the establishment of an 
intergovernmental tax body under the United 
Nations. The campaign gained new momentum 
during 2016 as the newly elected chair of the 
Group of 77, a coalition of over 130 developing 
countries, chose to support the demand for 
an intergovernmental tax body to be one of the 
G77’s top priorities.

After years of civil society campaigning for 
public access to information about what 
multinational corporations pay in taxes 
and where they do business, the European 
Commission finally presented a legislative 
proposal on public country by country reporting 
in 2016. Eurodad is coordinating the campaign 
to ensure an ambitious outcome, which includes 
among other things, a social media platform for 
citizens to demand the EU  supports full public 
country by country reporting.

Eurodad plays a crucial role in 
informing, coordinating and 

advising civil society across Europe, and 
leading tax justice advocacy work in 
Brussels. This is all the more impressive 
in view of the shocking imbalance of 
resources available to civil society 
compared to the tax haven lobbyists.”

John Christensen 
Director, Tax Justice Network
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Ending debt crises

• Eurodad leads support for the UN’s 
work on debt workout mechanism 
and Financing for Development

• Strengthening and coordinating the 
European and global debt justice 
movement
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Eurodad continues to stand at the forefront of 
global civil society advocacy for debt justice. Our 
campaign to end debt crises is conducted by the 
Eurodad member network, and through well-
established advocacy coalitions with our partner 
networks from other regions. One highlight in 
2016 was our campaign on the UNCTAD XIV 
conference in Nairobi, where we helped ensure 
that the UN system continues to have a strong 
mandate to work on debt issues in general, and 
specifically on debt workout mechanisms and 
responsible finance. We also ensured that debt 
justice messages from civil society organisations 
were heard at the UN Financing for Development 
Forum at UN headquarters in New York.

Eurodad also works hard to get civil society voices 
heard - and listened to - at the IMF headquarters. 
We convened civil society consultations with the 
European IMF Executive Directors and with IMF 
staff, and we ensured that global civil society 
positions on debt sustainability were seen and 
understood by the key influencers and actors 
currently revising the IMF Debt Sustainability 
Framework for Low Income Countries. Our new 
research paper “How international financial 
institutions and donors influence economic 
policies in developing countries” revealed the 
extent to which decision-making in these sensitive 
areas is often undemocratic, unaccountable and 
lacks transparency.  

Civil society organisations continued to be 
challenged by rapidly-emerging debt crises in 
the global south, as well as the still unresolved 
debt crisis in Europe. In response, Eurodad, 
together with partners from all over the world, 
organised the Global Citizens’ Assembly on 
Debt Justice in Nairobi. The Assembly was the 
first such gathering of the global debt justice 
movement for a decade, with the timing and 
venue deliberately chosen to coincide with the 
UNCTAD XIV conference. The gathering helped 
significantly to strengthen coalitions across 
regions, and to develop civil society strategies 
in response to current and new debt crises. 
2016 also saw the continuing development of 
Eurodad’s research and policy with the release 
of our authoritative discussion paper “The 
evolving nature of developing country debt and 
solutions for change”, which will help the global 
debt justice movement to define its advocacy 
strategies in the coming years.

Your report on the evolving 
nature of debt in developing 

countries is great. I finally understand 
more about debt.”

Nicolas Mombrial 
Head of the Civil Society Team, 
International Monetary Fund
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Effective aid

• Eurodad became the first civil 
society organisation to address 
the OECD DAC High Level Meeting 

• We led a game-changing coalition 
that forced the DAC to take up our 
priority areas
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2016 was a busy and successful year for our 
work on Official Development Assistance (ODA). 
The year began with the High Level Meeting of 
the OECD Development Assistance Committee 
(DAC), where Eurodad was asked to present 
its views, signifying the first time the DAC had 
invited a civil society organisation to do so in 60 
years. This significant breakthrough came as 
a result of our achievements in 2014 and 2015 
relating to the reporting of sovereign loans and 
in donor refugee costs. 

The end of the year saw the High Level Ministerial 
Meeting of the Global Partnership for Effective 
Development Cooperation (GPEDC) in Nairobi, 
Kenya. Eurodad played an essential coordinating 
role among European civil society groups and 
was asked to provide inputs and comments on 
the Busan Monitoring Framework for assessing 
development aid effectiveness. While our role 
at both these meetings was significant, more 
important was the preparation and work behind 
the scenes which will help to achieving the 
objectives of Eurodads’ five year strategy.

Eurodad capitalised on the continuing reform of 
ODA reporting at the OECD DAC by ensuring that 
tied aid was central to the discussion on Private 
Sector Instruments (PSI). We were able to do this 
because of our  increased profile and influence 
at the OECD DAC HLM, and because we mobilised 
members and partners into an effective coalition 
for change with clear messaging and targets.

Eurodads’ effectiveness can be witnessed in 
public documents which show how the issue went 
from barely a mention to being a central point of 
contention. The DAC’s willingness to develop an 
institutionalised engagement mechanism with 
civil society is official recognition of the central 
role CSOs played in the discussion, and the 
process now being developed is a direct result 
of dialogue between Eurodad and the current 
and former DAC chairs. This work will continue 
through 2017 when the final decisions on both PSI 
and civil society engagement will be made.

We also provided input to the reform of the Busan 
Monitoring framework, led by the Monitoring 
Advisory Committee (MAG) of the GPEDC. This 
framework measures progress towards achieving 
aid effectiveness commitments, and the reforms 
proposed by the MAG were officially accepted at 
the GPEDC HLM in Nairobi. Eurodad’s contribution 
was agreed and approved and will lead to better 
tracking of tied aid and the impact of ODA in the 
economies of partner countries by monitoring local 
procurement. This work will continue in 2017 when 
changes to the indicators will be agreed. 

Country ownership was a relatively new area of 
work for us in 2016 but we have made significant 
progress in developing a clear strategy, including 
the publication of our report “How international 
financial institutions and donors influence 
economic policies in developing countries.” 
Eurodad’s focus on country ownership will cover 
hard and soft economic policy conditionalities 
imposed by donors and multilateral institutions 
on partner countries.

Eurodad has been a key partner 
in supporting the voice of the 

South through its research and policy 
analysis. Eurodad’s work on development 
effectiveness has been integral in 
supporting and informing African civil 
society in a range of fora in including in 
the Global Partnership for Economic 
Development Cooperation. I have 
worked with them closely in the past 
and look forward to continuing to do so 
in the future.”

Vitalice Meja 
Executive Director, Reality of Aid Africa
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Publicly-backed 
private finance

• Eurodad shaped the debate on 
publicly-backed private finance 
through targeted advocacy on 
public-private partnerships and 
blended finance 

• We stepped up pressure for reform 
of Development Finance Institutions 
through a high-level conference on 
responsible tax standards
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We continued to play a central role in shaping 
the global debate in the area of publicly-backed 
private finance, challenging the increased 
promotion of public-private partnerships (PPPs) 
and of blended finance mechanisms. Following 
our 2015 groundbreaking report on PPPs 
“What lies beneath”, our key messages and 
concerns were quoted in several 2016 reports by 
international agencies and think tanks such as 
the OECD, UNCTAD, the United Nations Economic 
Commission for Europe (UNECE) and the European 
Centre for Development Policy Management 
(ECDPM). This public endorsement of Eurodad’s 
credibility and authority strengthens our advocacy 
aimed at the World Bank Group (WBG) and the 
UN for international guidelines on the fiscal risks 
associated with PPPs, in the follow up to the 
Third International Conference on Financing for 
Development. We worked in response to the WBG 
consultation on its framework for disclosure of 
PPPs and will campaign on the problematic role of 
the WBG in 2017.

At European level, the debate was dominated by 
the European Commission’s proposal to launch the 
European External Investment Plan, based on the 
new European Fund for Sustainable Development 
(EFSD), marking another step in the EU’s ambition 
to “blend” more public resources with private 
finance. In 2016 Eurodad worked with members 
and partners to tackle this new initiative head on, by 
strengthening civil society’s policy position calling 
for the European Parliament and Council to adopt a 
strategic, transparent and accountable approach to 
development resources and regulation of the EFSD. 

In addition, Eurodad provided updated analysis of 
the responsible finance practices of multilateral 
institutions. This was accompanied by extensive 
and inclusive research for a significant report 
on major public development banks. We also 
continued to monitor and analyse the G20 agenda 
on the private financing of infrastructure, and we 
played a lead role supporting civil society groups 
prepare their advocacy and campaign plans 
aimed at the 2017 German presidency of the G20.  

In 2016, Eurodad continued to hold European 
governments and multilateral institutions 
to account over their policies and practices 
when lending to the private sector. Eurodad 
and its member Oxfam IBIS organised a high 
level conference in Brussels on establishing 
responsible tax standards for Development 
Finance Institutions (DFIs). The conference 
featured European Commissioner Pierre 
Moscovici as a keynote speaker, along 
with representatives of different DFIs, and 
contributed to the pressure on the EU and UN 
for urgent reforms to increase tax transparency. 
Civil society demands were echoed by the 
European Parliament, and are getting more 
support in the European Commission – as 
evidenced by the Commission’s oversight of 
the European Investment Bank’s (EIB) Anti-Tax 
Avoidance Package. As a result, in 2017 we will 
see the revision of the EIB’s policy on offshore 
financial centres and will likely see a similar 
process at the WBG’s private sector lending arm, 
the International Finance Corporation (IFC).  

Eurodad is a very important 
partner for PSI in our fight for 

public funding and better policy options 
that deliver what people deserve – social 
and economic justice. We look forward to 
continue building strong coalitions with 
EURODAD, building on its quality 
research and joint campaign work.”

Sandra Vermuyten 
Public Services International
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Eurodad continued to punch above its weight in 
terms of news and social media exposure. Our 
metrics show that fast, accurate and relevant 
analysis makes all the difference – for example, 
our article analysing the OECD DAC meeting, which 
was uploaded and promoted as soon as the key 
sessions were completed, reached an estimated 
online audience of more than 5.5 million.

Our web traffic (both users and unique visits) 
was down slightly in 2016 compared with the 
previous year - this could be down to the surge 
in traffic generated in 2015 by the interest in the 
Financing for Development (FfD) conference. 
In addition we produced slightly fewer major 
reports in 2016, which may have impacted visits 
to the site. Click-throughs from our Twitter and 
Facebook channels were also slightly down, 
although our social media presence overall grew 
to more than 3,700 Twitter followers (up 22 per 
cent) and 1,500 Facebook likes (up 25 per cent).

Perhaps not surprisingly, Belgium continues 
to provide the majority of our online audience 
(21 per cent), with the UK and US coming next 
on 10 per cent. Our report on Europe’s role in 
supporting an unjust global tax system, “Survival 
of the Richest”, was the most popular report of 
2016, generating twice as many online views and 
mentions as any other.

Media impact continues to be good; the metrics 
show that strong, organised coalition work 
leads to the most comprehensive coverage. It’s 
estimated that news, blogs and analysis reached 
a potential global audience of more than 50 
million over the course of the year – again the 
“Survival of the Richest” report was our biggest 
media moment, reaching an estimated 3.35 
million media consumers. The story was featured 
in numerous high profile publications including 
Les Echos, AFP, El Economista and the Economist. 

The multi-media campaign by Eurodad, its 
members and partners in support of the Luxleaks 
whistleblowers was another significant media 
moment - ARD (German national television) and 
EuroNews travelled with us on our buses in 
Luxembourg and covered our Tax Havens Tour. 
Agence France Presse (AFP) also covered our 
campaign, leading to widespread coverage.

Communicating 
our work
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Elsewhere, our work on the Common 
Consolidated Corporate tax base (CCCTB) 
and country by country reporting (CBCR) was 
covered by the Financial Times, quoting Eurodad 
on more than one occasion. We also appeared 
on Al Jazeera and France 24 debating tax justice 
issues. In February our work on in-country 
refugee costs and security costs was featured 
by the Guardian and Reuters.

In November, Eurodad’s communications 
team supported a conference in Brussels on 
Development Finance Institutions (DFIs), private 
finance and responsible taxation, which included 
guest speaker Commissioner Pierre Moscovici. 
We produced podcasts, the event hashtag trended 
on Twitter and there was coverage in Euractiv. 

Subscriber numbers to Eurodad’s fortnightly 
newsletter, Development Finance Watch, remain 
stable at around 3,300 and more will be done 
in 2017 to increase sign-ups, to make sure our 
decision-making audiences and their influencers 
get our news straight into their email inboxes. 
We have also invested in making past issues 
more readily accessible online.

Survival of the Richest
Europe’s role in supporting an unjust global tax system 2016

‘Tied’ aid is when donors use aid as a 
backdoor subsidy for their own companies.

New OECD rules must state that tied aid 
is not allowed.

Tanzania
In Tanzania, the IMF estimated that in 2013 government 

subsidies for electricity cost around 10% of total 
government revenue. Much of this was due to 

covering the huge costs of two power generation PPP 
agreements, meaning the government was effectively 

subsidising the private companies involved. Deals like 
this are only attractive to governments because they 

can hide their true costs.

A different perspective on Tax Inspectors Without Borders  1

For whose benefit?
A different perspective on Tax Inspectors Without Borders
By Hernán Cortés Saenz and Tove Maria Ryding • October 2016

1

The evolving nature of developing 
country debt and solutions for change
By Bodo Ellmers • July 2016

A Eurodad discussion paper

Since the LuxLeaks scandal, the amount 
of secret ‘sweetheart deals’ between 

multinational corporations and European 
governments has increased by almost

972
(2014)

1444
(2015)

December 2016

Public country by country reporting
Proposals and positions of European governments and institutions
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Alessandra Garda
Grants Officer

Antonia Vorner (from March)
Grants, Finance & Office Manager

Bodo Ellmers
Policy and Advocacy Manager

Dominique Monti
Volunteer

Hernan Cortés Saenz
Policy Analyst

Iuliana Feticu
Finance, Accounting and HR Officer

Jasper De Meyer
Policy and Advocacy Officer (from September)

Jeroen Kwakkenbos
Policy and Advocacy Manager

Jerónimo Ruiz Victoria
Grants, Finance and Events Officer

Jesse Griffiths
Director

Jill McArdle
Communications Assistant (from June)

Julia Ravenscroft
Communications Manager

Lotta Staffans
Senior Policy Analyst (until August)

María José Romero
Policy and Advocacy Manager

Mathieu Vervynckt
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Tove Maria Ryding
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Zala Zbogar
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Board member Organisation Country Board role

Alison Holder (until June) Oxfam GB United Kingdom Staff Liaison (until June)

Anna Thomas Action Aid International United Kingdom

Antonio Gambini CNCD Belgium Treasurer

Éva Bördős DemNet Hungary

Jennifer Brown Christian Aid United Kingdom Chair
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Jürg Staudenmann (from June) Alliance Sud Switzerland

Kjetil Abildsnes Norwegian Church Aid Norway

Maren Hemsett SLUG Norway

Mark Herkenrath (until June) Alliance Sud Switzerland

Oliver Pearce (from June) Oxfam GB United Kingdom Staff Liaison (from June)

Wiert Wiertsema Both ENDS Netherlands

Staff and board 
members
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Financial overview
Eurodad’s financial year begins on 1 January 
and ends on 31 December. The 2016 financial 
statements were audited by an external 
auditor, Saskia Luteijn Bedrijfsrevisor BV BVBA, 
in accordance with the financial reporting 
framework applicable in Belgium. The 2016 
accounts will be available online on the National 
Bank of Belgium (http://www.bnb.be) website 
once they have been approved by the General 
Assembly of Members in June 2017. A copy of 
the Auditor’s report will also be available on 
Eurodad’s website. 

Eurodad is grateful to all its network members 
and to other funders who have made it possible 
to carry out the work presented in this report. 
They are listed below. As advocates for 
transparency and public access to information, 
Eurodad discloses additional financial 
information beyond what is legally required, 
including a detailed overview of grant income by 
donor and grant purpose.

The result for 2016 amounted to a loss of 
€40,691 which will reduce the organisation’s 
reserves by that same amount. All amounts 
presented in the tables and charts that follow 
are in Euros and have been rounded to the 
closest unit.

 Membership contributions €156,748 13% 

 Public Donors €186,613 15%

 Private Donors €851,957 69%

 Consultancy fees €13,346 1%

 Financial income €19,714 2%

SOURCES 
OF INCOME 

2016

 Human resources €946,294 73%

 Activities €167,743 13%

 Running cost €120,901 10%

 Partner support €55,046 4%

TYPES OF 
EXPENDITURE 

2016
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2016 2015 2014

Fixed assets  2,881  5,356  9,020 

Current assets  1,638,771  1,324,344  1,234,381 

                    Advances to partners  121,511.87  51,576  10,200 

                    Donors receivable  113,483  226,354  - 

                    Cash at bank and in hand  1,393,808  1,041,230  1,081,618 

                    Other current assets  9,968  5,184  142,564 

Total assets  1,641,652  1,329,700  1,243,401 

Accumulated results & reserves  581,159  621,850  562,721 

                    Social reserves (1)  333,000  333,000  266,151 

                    Accumulated results (2)  108,159  148,850  156,570 

                    Flexible reserve (3)  140,000  140,000  140,000 

Provision for potential audit issues (4)  15,852  30,253  30,253 

Association funds (5)  107,075  107,075  107,075 

Debts  937,259  569,621  447,854 

                    Commercial debts (6)  6,373  25,282  42,054 

                    Social debts & VAT payable (6)  54,303  83,869  78,353 

                    Partners payable  111,680  100,584 

                    Advances from donors  876,583  348,790  226,864 

Accrued expenses (7) and deferred income (8)  306  901  95,498 

Total liabilities  1,641,652  1,329,700  1,243,401 

(1) Reserves for staff obligations (salaries, social contributions, holiday pay for notice period) in case Eurodad needs to dissolve. 
(2) Other reserves – Can be allocated by Board decision.
(3) Flexible reserve – Can be used by Management to compensate for shortfalls should the fundraising target for the year not be met.
(4) It is Eurodad’s policy to provide 1% of income related to projects that would need to be audited in case of audit issues.
(5) Startup capital – Can only be used in case of dissolution of Eurodad.
(6) Invoices paid after 31 December such as 13th month salaries, charges, and taxes. 
(7) Expenses of the financial year for which invoices have not yet been received at closure.
(8) Funds reveived in this financial year that apply to activities delivered in the following financial year.

Balance sheet
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Income 2016 2015 2014

Unrestricted income  170,621  196,993  182,233 

Members contributions  156,748  171,751  171,212 

(International) Conference Fees 0  25,242  821 

Consultancy fees  13,346  -  10,200 

Donations  527 

Income from grants  1,038,569  1,507,651  1,043,314 

European Commission – DG DEVCO DEAR  77,549  682,116  304,485 

Norad – Norwegian Agency for Development Cooperation  71,996  136,765  112,013 

Danida – Danish Agency for Development Cooperation  37,067  8,279  20,566 

Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation  386,566  283,157  309,046 

Financial Transparency Coalition  85,953  195,538  194,596 

Financial Transparency Coalition  83,464 

C.S. Mott Foundation  55,562  43,195  45,419 

Brot für die Welt - Evangelischer Entwicklungsdienst  124,575  79,298  39,112 

Open Society Foundations  114,202 

Foundation Open Society Institute  1,635 

Other smaller grants  79,303  18,077 

Cost recovery from third parties  8,365  6,310  5,267 

Co-funding from project partners  7,216  86,304 

Subtotal operational income  1,224,772  1,797,257  1,225,548 

Financial income  19,714  151,040  657 

Exceptional income  6,924 

Total income  1,251,410  1,948,298  1,226,205 

Income
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Expenditure 2016 2015 2014

Human resources  946,294  996,945  826,571 

Publications & outputs  45,028  91,804  75,158 

Meetings  31,113  24,223  7,665 

Partner support  55,046  409,672 

Travel  91,602  133,218  67,749 

Equipment & running costs  120,901  208,257  163,236 

Depreciations, provisions & other costs -11,891  3,663 -50 

Subtotal operational expenses  1,278,093  1,867,782  1,140,328 

Financial expenses 5,044  21,387  1,811 

Exceptional expenses 8,963

Total expenditure  1,292,100  1,889,169  1,142,139 

Results 2016 2015 2014

Total income  1,251,410  1,948,298  1,226,205 

Total expenditure  1,292,100  1,889,169  1,142,139 

Result -40,691  59,129  84,066 

Expenditure
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Income from grants 2016 Grant Grant time period Lead partner Purpose

Income from grants  1,038,569 

Public  186,613 

European Commission - DG 
DEVCO DEAR 

 71,717 2015-2016 ActionAid UK
Mobilising European citizens to place inequality 

and tax justice at the heart of the European 
devleopment agenda during EYD 2015 and beyond

European Commision - DG 
DEVCO DEAR

 5,832 2013-2016
GCAP Global 
Foundation

European Networking project on achieving MDGs 
for socially excluded people despite global food 

crisis and climate change

Norad - Norwegian Agency 
for Developmen Cooperation

 71,996 2016-2017 Afrodad
 Advocacy and Awareness raising around financial 

transparency, tax and capital flight

Danida - Danish Agency for 
Development Cooperation

 37,067 2016 Oxfam IBIS Tax and corporate responsibilitiy project 

Private  851,957 

Bill and Melinda Gates 
Foundation

 386,566 2015-18 Eurodad Research and Analysis on Private Finance, Aid

Financial Transparency 
Coalition 

 85,953 2016 FTC
Support for Country by Country Reporting 
& International Institutional Architecture 

Programme

Financial Transparency 
Coalition 

 83,464 2016 FTC EU Lead Advocate programme

C.S. Mott Foundation  55,562 2016-2017 Eurodad
Adressing changes in international development 

finance

Brot für die Welt 
- Evangelischer 
Entwicklungsdienst

 124,575 2015-2017 Eurodad
CSO coordination to influence the UN's Financing 
for Develoment summit and its implementation

Open Society Foundations  114,202 2016-2017 Eurodad Tax Justice Project support

Foundation Open Society 
Institute

 1,635 2016-2017 Eurodad
Supplementary support for EU beneficial 

ownership transparency advocacy"
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2016 2015 2014

Oxfam Ibis  43,067  36,710  26,710 

Oxfam GB  13,118  14,037  12,703 

Christian Aid  13,136  14,037  12,557 

Oxfam-Novib  10,000  20,000  20,000 

Action Aid  10,000  10,000  10,000 

Save The Children UK  10,000  10,000  10,000 

Diakonia  5,000  9,400  9,400 

11.11.11  8,000  8,000  8,000 

CNCD - 11.11.11  8,000  8,000  8,000 

CCFD  7,500  7,500  7,500 

Alliance Sud  7,500  7,500  5,000 

Church Of Sweden  6,500  6,500  6,500 

Norwegian Church Aid  5,375  5,889  6,074 

Both Ends  5,000  5,000  5,000 

One  5,000  5,000  5,000 

Intermon Oxfam  4,500  2,500  2,500 

Kepa  3,700  3,700  3,700 

Norwegian Forum for Environment and Development  2,500  3,500  5,000 

Trocaire  2,500  2,500  2,500 

Cercle Des Ong  2,500  2,500  2,500 

Koo Austria  2,500  2,500  2,000 

Forum Syd  1,400  1,400  1,400 

Cordaid  -  5,000  10,000 

Member 
contributions 
over €1,000
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Eurodad
Rue d’Edimbourg 18-26
1050 Brussels
Belgium

Tel: +32 (0) 2 894 4640

www.eurodad.org

 twitter.com/eurodad

 facebook.com/Eurodad


